
S E L E C T C L I E N T S *

Aeolus Capital Management

AllianceBernstein

Arrowgrass Capital Partners

Axonic Capital

Babson Capital Management

Blackrock Inc.

Bridgewater Associates

Cambridge Strategy (The)

Capstone Investment Advisors

Commodities Corporation

D.E. Shaw & Co.

Dalton Investments

Davidson Kempner Capital  
Management

Deutsche Bank

Deutsche Asset Management

Our asset management recruiting experience spans more than a thousand placements 
of tenured staff, future leaders, and C-level executives.  Extensive market intelligence 
within alternative asset management gives us a strategic advantage to efficiently identify, 
recruit and place top performers who quickly impact the bottom line. The result is a 
proprietary pool of the strongest candidates, the best fit, the longest tenure, and maximum 
performance. 

FOCUSED. We have long-standing relationships with the most talented individual players 
and premier organizations in the industry. Our talent pool is drawn from across the globe. 
We service clients exclusively in alternative asset management strategies, such as private 
equity, real estate, hedge funds, fund of funds, liquid alts, CTAs, managed futures, real 
assets, and structured products.

INFORMED. We understand the competitive dynamics of the alternative investment 
industry.  It’s lean, sophisticated, and exceptionally nimble.  We have worked with fund 
managers to address competitive needs quickly, with detailed, granular industry mapping 
and reverse engineering of the organizational structures of leading fund managers.  We 
bring this intelligence to bear in every single search project. 

EFFICIENT. We never start from scratch. Decades of building relationships with select, 
‘best-of-breed’ professionals provide you with immediate access to the talent you want to 
meet.  We connect you with candidates that are off the market and don’t respond to cold 
calls or advertisements; the best candidates exactly for your needs, not just the best of 
what happens to be available. With data-rich candidate memorandums from our search 
consultants, your vetting process is more productive, targeted and efficient. R E C E N T P L AC E M E N T S

Portfolio Manager
Global Macro,  
Multi-Strategy Hedge Fund
$12bn AUM

Team Construct
ABS/Structured Credit IP team
$1bn Allocated

Chief Risk Officer
Multi-Asset Class Platform

Head of Business Development
Diversified Credit Manager
$20bn AUM

Senior Analyst, Mining and Materials
Private Equity Manager
$20bn AUM

* Alpha Search Advisory Partners or its predecessor, COR Management 
Services, has completed executive search or human capital research 
engagements for the organizations listed herein. There is no 
representation these firms are current clients of Alpha Search.

Our goal is total client satisfaction. Our clients benefit from Alpha Search Advisory Partners’  
knowledge, dedication, and responsiveness. We understand that the market for exceptional  
talent is extremely competitive. We work with urgency, thoroughness and transparency.

Please contact us at (516) 626-7896 or email team@alphasearchadvisory.com 
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Alpha Search Advisory
Executive Search

Alpha Search Origin
Human Capital  
Intelligence

Alpha Search Origin
Recruitment Process 
Outsourcing (RPO)

Benchmarking  
for New Launch

Compensation Surveys

Competitor  
Talent Mapping

Continuity Planning

5 Day Turn-Around

Talent Pool Reports

Lead Generation

Low Cost 

Talent Acquisition

Team Lift-Outs

Consultative Process

Global Capability

For more information, please visit 
www.alphasearchorigin.com

Alpha Search Advisory Partners has provided  
human capital solutions for  

the alternative asset management industry 
 for over 25 years. 

OUR SERVICES


